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From Steering

Blessings With Engagement
Susan Brenner, Avodah (Spiritual) Cluster Lead
"Baruch ata Adonai Eloheynu, Melech ha Olam, asher kidshanu
b’mitzvotav vitzivanu l’asok b’tzorchei tzibbur." Every Steering
meeting begins with this blessing for “engaging in the needs of the
community.” It’s a reminder to find the holy in the work we do for
the community. I thought I’d use this column to reflect on my
three-year term as Avodah (Spiritual) Cluster Lead and uncover
some of the holiness I've found in serving and engaging in the
needs of the community.
From the beginning of my term, I was struck by the integrity and
professionalism of my fellow Steering members. It has been a true
privilege to serve alongside such dedicated and thoughtful leaders.
Overall, I’ve felt buoyed up in their presence.
Being Avodah Lead gave me the chance to interface with some
awesome committee leaders: Diane Chaplin, Sam Sirkin, Miriam
Reshotko, Amanda Coffey, Julie Hastings, Constance Plager, Sacha
Reich, Keren McCord, Sidney Gold, Sandy Ramirez, Allan Cordova,
Ilene Safyan, Andrew Ehrlich, Carol Stampfer, and others. What
they all have in common is a devotion to Havurah and a desire to
bring out the holiness within us through liturgy, Torah, youth engagement, music, caring for one another and other creative rituals.
Here are three exciting changes that have occurred within the
Avodah Cluster:
Continued on Page 5

High Holidays

Transforming Space
as a Community
Sacha Reich
A barn raising is a collective action of a community.
Not unlike High Holidays for Jews, a barn is a necessary
structure for any farmer. Barns, like the High Holidays,
are large and costly, the assembly of which requires
more labor than a typical family could provide. Barn
raisings address this need by enlisting members of the
community, unpaid, to assist in the building of their
neighbors' barns.
Our High Holidays, welcoming approximately 1,000
Havurah members and members of our extended Jewish
community every Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur,
require a spiritual “tent” substantially larger than our
home on NW 18th. Hence, our annual barn raising at the
Tiffany Center.
Perhaps Havurah was always uniquely poised to
navigate this challenge. Monica Moriarty, an early
member, reflects, “I think because every event [before
we moved into our building] was staged in a rented
space, we have always been a community that knew how
to take its show on the road.”
Like a barn raising, the whole the affair at the Tiffany
Center is well organized. A large amount of preparation
happens before the big day. Supplies are laid in, plans
are made. Volunteers fill Moadon (the room with the pull
-out wall in the social hall) with the myriad tools and
materials: mahzors, corkscrews, supplements, displays,
blue tape, the ark, carpets, cutting boards, signs,
clipboards, vases. Meanwhile, our fearless High Holidays
logics lead, Rachel Pollak, coordinates with vendors,
reviews and refines lists. Everything is then taken to the
Tiffany Center.
On the big day, (Boker, Erev Rosh Hashanah) Rachel
arrives around 10 am, bearing comprehensive lists that
ensure that everything needed will be where it is needed
to be. She deploys dozens of volunteers across the
Tiffany Center to stage the rooms. Over the next few
hours, ballrooms and
Continued on Page 2

Tikkun Olam
Finding and Deepening Friendships in Interfaith Social Action
I find richness and meaning when I
work, meet, and talk to people in interfaith settings. I find the intersection of
religions to be fertile ground for me spiritually, and in the area of Tikkun Olam. And
so, when Donald Trump first came into
office, I connected with three other women who were of other faith traditions with
whom I could explore the current political
and social climate of constriction and fear
from a spiritual perspective and try to
understand ways to deal with it. We did
not consider ourselves activists, yet we
reached out to one another in the hopes
of grounding ourselves spiritually in this
new and scary political era.
Since then, we have met monthly to
listen to and discuss the recorded workshops of Don Bisson, a Catholic Brother,
who synthesizes the psychology of Carl
Jung and the spiritual journey. His work is
grounded in his faith tradition and is very
open to the perennial and universal messages of faith. The themes of these workshops have included the collective “dark
night” of our country, how to discern social action to overcome social fear, and
the birthing of a “transpersonal” hope. As
we have listened and shared our diverse
and yet universally deep experiences, we

ple. Another talk showed how public and
private development projects can influence housing availability, and how they
affect the poor. In both cases, I was exposed to thoughtful information that
helped me to think in new ways.
As our small group begins to do the
work of social action, we recognize there
are other opportunities, such as Portland
Homeless Family Solutions (PFHS), where
have become a very intimate group. We
we can get involved in programs that are
have opened to the often repeated work- looking at creative policy approaches and
shop theme that spiritual work and heal- direct actions to address poverty and
ing leads to service in the world.
homelessness. The Interfaith Movement
And so we began to explore the options for Immigrant Justice (IMIrJ) is another
that exist for the four of us, an interfaith
place where our small interfaith group is
group with both affiliated and unaffiliated welcome to engage in immigrant social
members. One option is the Interfaith
justice work that addresses systemic isAlliance on Poverty (IAP), which explores sues and challenges facing that populawhat can be done collaboratively among
tion. Havurah is affiliated with IAP, PFHS
congregations and individual people of
and IMIrJ.
faith to make a difference over the long
It is a gift to be a member of Havurah
term in decreasing poverty.
Shalom and to have so many communal
I have attended very interesting and
opportunities to work towards Tikkun
thought-provoking IAP monthly meetings, Olam. And at the same time, I feel fortufeaturing well prepared speakers who talk nate to have other chances to work on a
on public policy. One talk was on the sys- micro-interfaith basis with friends whose
tematic ways in which our tax codes often hearts are directed towards the repair of
work against people at lower income lev- the world.
els, while supporting higher income peo—Laine Barbanell Schipper

It is a gift to be a member
of Havurah Shalom and to
have so many communal
opportunities to work towards Tikkun Olam.

Transforming Space as a Community, con’d
Continued from Page 1

meeting
rooms will become spiritual oases,
sparkling dining rooms, and colorful
childcare spaces.
But first, they are chaos and mess. Over
the years, members have developed
mastery in various aspects of this
transformation, from hoisting the banners
to creating the stunning flower
arrangements. Younger members
apprentice with these masters to learn the
trades required. People who have
participated year after year serve as crew
chiefs. Community organizing to create
sacred space happens just like in a barn
raising.
“It wasn't so hard to create a Jewish
space for our services and events while we
were having them at MJCC,” Monica

notes. But other venues, like West Hills
Unitarian Fellowship, and the Neighbors
of Woodcraft Building (now the Tiffany
Center) required more to transform the
rented venues to sacred spaces.
“Members began to create banners and
amass supplies to make Jewish places.”
Those members included Jane Campbell
and Monica herself, who made the
beloved and iconic shofar, tree of life,
Jewish star and grape vine banners that
adorn and transform the Tiffany Center
bima.
By 12:45 pm, the bustling has ended,
the mess vanished. Checklists are
checked, and the last items find their
places.
In the quiet calm of our prodigious
sanctuary, on a table dressed with a
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glistening white tablecloth, candlesticks
await a flame to be lit that evening.
At the climax of a barn raising, when the
final piece is laid, a celebration breaks out
and the master carpenter may make a
toast. At Havurah, there is little pomp and
circumstance; the clock is ticking.
Volunteers file out to prepare their
bodies, homes and families for the
impending holiday.
How will you contribute to this
collective action that makes Havurah’s
radical hospitality at High Holidays
possible? What role will you play?
In August, look in the Community Email
and your postal mailbox for the volunteer
sign-up link. Literally hundreds of
positions will be there to choose from. We
can’t wait to raise the barn with you!
HAKOL June 2019

Havurah 40th Anniversary Celebration!
Our 40th Anniversary Celebration on May 19
was a great time for all who joined us! We had
delicious food, fantastic music, and a chance
to do a little reminiscing about the past 40
years and some wishing for the next 40.
Many members gave generous donations to
our Mitzvah Moment, which will be used to
support operating costs for the coming
year. You can still donate to the Mitzvah Moment at this link:

havurahshalom.org/form/40th-celebration-mitzvah.html

Thanks to everyone who made the party a success —
And our
amazing musicians —

Carol Chestler
Miryam Brewer
Mimi Epstein
Marian Rhys

Arbaim (40) —-Joel Schipper, Chaim Wolin,
Aaron Kahn, Karen Stolzberg, Sacha Reich

Kathy Jaffe
Miriam Hecht
Beth Shreve
Mike Klain
Howard Patterson
Rachael Duke
Elden Rosenthal
Margie Rosenthal
Ilene Safyan
Ken Lerner

40 Years in the Dead-sert — Aaron Pearlman,
Scott Snyder, Barry Lavine, Larry Reichman,
Daniel Raider, Steve Mesulam, Tanja Lux,
Gene Borkan, Sacha Reich

Julia Lager-Mesulam
Adela Basayne
Rachel Pollak
Deborah Eisenbach-Budner
Rabbi Benjamin
Rabbi Joey
Everyone who volunteered as a Greeter, for
Set-up, Clean-up, and help during the event!

— From Fran Berg, Nancy Becker and
Debbi Nadell —
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Join Us

Shavuot Celebration Unites the
Generations for Fun, Poetry, Study
Saturday, June 8
4:30 until late

Mark your calendars for Havurah’s observance of
the Giving of the Torah.

For Families: We’ll begin at 4:30 with paper crafts and a First Harvest Procession to beautify the Sanctuary. At 5:45, we’ll have blintzes and cheesecake for our potluck dinner, followed by Havdalah.
For Adults: You are welcome for dinner and Havdalah. From 6:30-8:00, Alicia
Jo Rabins and Rebecca Clarren will read from their new books, rescheduled
from the snowy day in January. Childcare will be available.
For those who want to do Tikkun Leil Shavuot and study into the night: From
8 pm on, Deborah Eisenbach-Budner and Rabbi Benjamin will guide us in text
and hevruta.
RSVP for all, or part, and sign up to bring food for the potluck
here: havurahshalom.org/form/shavuot-rsvp.html.

Gear Up for Contemplative Hike
Facilitated by Rabbi Benjamin. We will gather in Lower Macleay Park in the early morning, beginning with
some chanting then walking mindfully along the trail.
With teachings and intentions from Jewish tradition to guide us, we will intersperse chanting, silence, and reflective sharing as a means to connect within
and without, and to wake up more fully in our lives. This will be a short hike
at a gentle pace. We will conclude by 8:30 or 9 am. Contact Rabbi Benjamin
with questions.

Sunday, June 2
7:00-9:00 am

PRIDE 2019 is
almost here!
Havurah Shalom will be marching
with our banner held
high on Sunday, June
16. Are you interested in becoming a
parade monitor?
Pride NW is holding
many online trainings in
the seven weeks leading up to the
parade. You can sign up
at tinyurl.com/HavTempPride for this
one-hour training, and let Adela Basayne know that you’ve done it.
More to come–keep your eyes on
the community e-mail.

Planning Events
for This Year?
Sunday, June 30, 10-1 pm
All who are program-planning for
Havurah in the coming year.... This is
a workshop for sharing program ideas, problem-solving, and collaborative
opportunities. All welcome. More info
to come.
Contact Shelley Sobel
(shelleysemail2@yahoo.com) for info.

Book Group to Discuss Mornings in Jenin
This renowned Palesthe waiting to return to a
Mornings in Jenin
tinian writer has a differlost home.
ent narrative than the
The novel's story is told
By Susan Abulhawa
one in Amos Oz’s Tale of
through the voice of the
June 25, 7-8:30 pm
Love and Darkness for
granddaughter of the vilthe same historical perilage patriarch, a bright,
od. Written as a fictional memoir, this multisensitive girl who makes it out of the camps,
generational story tells of a family who are
only to return years later, to marry and bear a
forcibly removed from their olive-farming vil- child. One of her brothers is kidnapped to be
lage by the new Israeli state, displaced to can- raised Jewish, and one will end with bombs
vas tents in the Jenin refugee camp.
strapped to his middle.
Later more forebodingly permanent cinThis deeply human and powerful novel forcderblock huts replace their tents. Amidst their es us to take a fresh look at history.
loss and fear, hatred and pain, there is always
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Steering

Transparency Committee Q & A
Question: “As I just read that the annual meeting is coming up and the
budget will be presented, I wonder once again why is there the assumption that we must continue to grow as a congregation? The growth I’m
particularly concerned with is increased membership and what I presume may be a growing budget. I’m not sure why/when the assumption
was made that we needed to continue to grow.”
take in so we can effectively
allocate our resources to cover our organizational needs
over the coming year. Of
course these needs are a projection of expected costs, just
We appreciate the question that has come forward about our as our thoughts on income
are projections based on the membership numbers and trends
growth. However, the question as asked is, “Why is there the
assumption that we must continue to grow as a congregation?” we see.
The issue of growth is on our minds as well as the questionThe short answer is that no one in the leadership of the congreer’s.
With growth come many issues to consider, and here are
gation assumes that we must continue to grow. The fact is that
just
a
few.
we are experiencing growth because of the type of congregation
Can
we continue to be a welcoming congregation but limit
we are, a welcoming spiritual place that is also dedicated to
membership?
Havurah has never in the past limited memberlearning and social justice.
ship.
Is
it
time
to have this conversation? Or is growth to be exThe Steering Committee receives regular reporting about our
pected,
accepted
and planned for? Are we getting too big to
growth. Some of this comes through reports on the number of
maintain
the
character
of our participatory and inter-connected
households that join every month and those that end their
congregation?
Will
we
have
to evolve to a more corporate strucmembership. We also hear from our Educational Director about
the growth in the size of Shabbat School enrollment as that sea- ture or consider hiring more staff over time?
Our building suits many of our
son approaches. As we near the time for budgeting, we rely on
Continued on Page 7
needs
but is really not suited for
these numbers to predict how much money we can expect to

Answer: We passed this question on to Havurah’s co-

presidents, Ken Lerner and Julia Lager-Mesulam, who acknowledged this complicated question requires ongoing discussion and
consideration yet agreed to provide a short response for this
column. Their reply is below.

Avodah Cluster Engaging in Community’s Spiritual Needs, Con’d
Continued from Page 1

New collaboration between Spiritual Life (SLC)
and B’nai Mitzvah (BMC) Committees
In response to an electronics question
from the BMC, the SLC is currently devising a new policy statement on the overall
use of electronics on Shabbat morning.
The SLC also took on scheduling b’nai
mitzvah for the next two years, establishing a more even distribution of community
minyans and b’nai mitzvah services
throughout the year, especially in the
summer months. Members of the SLC
have also offered to proofread b’nai mitzvah programs and to lead mini hagbah
(lifting the Torah) trainings for families.

Kiddush lunches after every Shabbat
morning service
If you’ve attended a community minyan,
or other service in the last two years,
you’ve probably noticed that afterwards
lunch seems to magically appear. Thanks
to Barbara Block of Block Parties Catering,
we have been enjoying communal meals
after services. Havurah has devoted funding to support these lunches. You can help
by donating to the “Spiritual Life Nourishment Fund” to continue supporting food
around services.
Machzor search
The Machzor Task Force realized that
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more time was needed to complete the
selection process. The new goal is to
choose a different machzor by next year’s
High Holy Days rather than this year’s. You
can look forward to viewing the top 3
machzor candidates both physically and
virtually over the coming year. We hope to
include parts of some books during this
year’s Yom Kippur services and look forward to your input on which one is the
best fit for our community.
Lastly, I’d like to welcome Sacha Reich
as the new Avodah Lead, pending congregational
Continued on Page 7
vote. She
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Bulletin Board
Condolences

Community Email
Submission Form
http://tinyurl.com/HavShaNL

Barbara Block’s husband, Matt,
passed away April 24.
Yvette Pollack, mother of Deborah
Pollack, mother-in-law of Barry
Pelzner, grandmother of Emma
and Daniel, and great-grandmother
of Noah, Maya and Ezra, passed
away April 30.
Daniel Hillel Werner, father of
Benjamin Werner, father-in-law of
Leora, and grandfather of Lilah,
passed away May 10.

The deadline to submit info
for Havurah's weekly
Wednesday community
email is Tuesday at noon.

Saturday, June 1
Spencer Litwin
Son of Jennifer and Seth Litwin

July Hakol

Saturday, June 15
Solomon Barnett
Son of Karen and Andy Barnett

Submission deadline:

Tuesday, June 11

June’s Calendar is Online!
Print from the URL below,
or stop by the
office for a copy.
tinyurl.com/HavJun19

Tributes
General Contributions
Dennis Schmalz, in memory of my
beloved mother, Lilly Evans.
Susan and Jack Lazareck, in honor of
Teri Ruch for her many years of
care and support to our Havurah
community.
Adult Education Fund
Sarah Wetherson and Mark Kreider,
in memory of Rochelle Wetherson
(Ruchel bat Leibish v'Miriam
Charna).
Library Fund
Susan and Jack Lazareck, in memory
of Stanley Dickie.
Miryam and Roger Brewer, in
memory of my father, Lou
Senensieb.

In the coming months
Havurah Shalom will call to the
Torah the following B’nai
Mitzvah:

Prayerbook Fund
Steve and Jan Katz, in memory of
Laura (Leah bat Moshe Lev) Katz.
Tikkun Olam Fund
Chris Coughlin and Jon Balgley, in
memory of Katie Coughlin, mother
of Chris Coughlin.
Endowment Fund
Michael Evans, in memory of Lilly
Evans.
Nancy Spigal, on behalf of the 40th
anniversry of Havurah; Dreams Do
Come True!
Rabbi Discretionary Fund
Lisa Katon and Noah Kressel, with
gratitude, in honor of Rabbi
Benjamin.
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Saturday, June 22
Arava Barnett
Daughter of Rabbi Benjamin
Barnett and Rachel Teadora
Saturday, June 29
Nathan Merrill
Son of Cindy and Andrew Merrill

Saturday, July 6
Maddie Teitelman
Daughter of Chandra Basham
and Andrew Teitelman
Saturday, July 20
Milo Schwartz
Son of Marla Pallin and Joel
Martinez
August 17
Frances Pauline Springgate
Daughter of Liza and Mark
Springgate
October 19
Sam Waxman
Son of Heidi Bader and Andrew
Waxman
Please join us in celebration and
welcome them to our community.
MAZEL TOV!
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Community
Quick Kvetches

Rabbi’s 2-Year Feedback Assessed

The kitchen kvetch does not have time
for lengthy discussions today. She hopes a
couple of quick ones will get everyone in
the right frame of mind.
The kvetch gets out of the kitchen
sometimes and has noticed imperfection
around the building. She has been meaning to speak about the big cardboard recycling boxes in the social hall and classroom. These are best used just for officetype papers. Food waste such as teabags
or tangerine peels go into the compost
container in the kitchen. Paper cups, paper plates and napkins are not recyclable
from our building. These go in the garbage. Many beverage bottles and cans are
recyclable but they tend to get the paper
wet and it is a shame to lose the deposits.
Offer them to someone who will redeem
them. Perhaps we could set up a central
system, but a motivated person is often
your best bet.
Passing leftover food on to the next
event can be a mitzvah, or maybe it is an
unwanted burden. The best idea is to
communicate with the people involved in
upcoming activities and see if they want
your leftovers. Otherwise, you know the
drill—leave reasonable (smallish) quantities for munching, take it home, or donate
it. The goal is food for people not the
landfill.
All food should be well-wrapped, labelled and dated, and stored appropriately. A note on the freezer door can highlight treats within.
If you will be involved in a kitchen/food
activity soon, find the time to visit the
kitchen and orient yourself. Even better,
perhaps you can get your feet wet (so to
speak) by helping someone else. Get to
know where things are, how to run the
dishwasher, etc. Staff, experienced members, and the kvetch are available to help
you. Or, at least let us know what kind of
information would have made your life
easier so we can teach others.
A confession that the frequently asked
questions answered in last month's column were invented, not actually sent to
the kvetch. Thank you for understanding
and for your kind responses.
—Adele Thompson (adeledt@live.com)

Rabbi Benjamin will be approaching his two-year anniversary with Havurah this
summer. Shortly after his first anniversary, and after the High Holidays last year,
we began a job performance evaluation. Rather than survey the entire congregation and undertake an analysis of the vast amount of input it would produce, we
decided to send questions to a selected number of members of the congregation
who had worked, or had meaningful contact, with the rabbi over the year in certain areas, and also to the staff and members of the Steering Committee.
Questions were developed by an ad hoc personnel committee covering the
areas of communications, b’nai mitzvah preparation, pastoral care, leadership,
collaboration, engagement in spiritual life, teaching, and involvement in Tikkun
Olam. These were reviewed with the rabbi in advance to be sure we would be
eliciting the type of information that would be useful to us and to him. The resulting answers were digested and evaluated and formed the basis of a confidential performance evaluation, which was shared with the rabbi and discussed with
him.
The overall assessment was that Rabbi Benjamin had made an extraordinary
transition into our community, and received overwhelming approval for the work
he has done, and the way in which he engages with us. Constructive comments
were also made that he found very insightful and helpful. We are fortunate to
have found such a good fit for our congregation after our lengthy search process,
and we look forward to more opportunities to connect with and learn from Rabbi
Benjamin in the coming years.

Membership growth is multifaceted issue, con’d
Continued from Page 5

our growing size without substantial changes.
Is it possible to reconfigure or build out our space? Should we consider moving
to a place that can better accommodate our size and needs?
Steering, through the Makom cluster, has formed a building committee to
look at our long range space needs in order to have a congregation-wide discussion on what we want, and what makes the most sense. Another long
range planning team is taking shape to look again at our needs over the next
five years and provide a basis for congregational discussion. We are committed
to our principles of inclusion, and we want to make sure we have a robust and
inclusive conversation about what the implications of any decision might be.
Please know we are paying attention to our growth and are making intentional plans to develop a process to provide us with information to decide on
next steps. We wanted to provide a response to this question even though we
don't have a full answer yet, so please stay tuned for more and for opportunities to participate in this conversation.

Avodah engages community, con’d
Continued from Page 5
has ably led the High Holy Days committee and
has already taken on leadership within the Avodah Cluster. She’ll make a wonderful addition to the Steering Committee.
As I reach the end of my time on Steering, I’m reminded of what we chant at
the end of each book of Torah. We rise and recite “Chazak! Chazak! Venitchazeik!!” Be strong! Be strong! And may we be strengthened!! My wish for the
incoming Steering committee is to continue to be strong as you move forward
serving and engaging in the needs of the community.
—Susan Brenner
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RSVP for KABBALAT SHABBAT DINNER

Kabbalat Shabbat Registration Form

Friday, June 14, 2019

First and Last Name(s) for name tag(s):
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Dinner at 6:30 pm
Services at 7:30 pm
Cost adjustments for the dinner are available.
Contact Rachel in the Havurah office for information
at (503) 248-4662. She will be happy to help.

Number of Adults (Ages 13+)

________________

$16.50 Each

$_______________

Number of children ages 4 to 12

Dinner will include dairy-free, gluten-free,
& nut-free choices.
You are invited to bring wine/juice to celebrate.

$5.50 each

________________
$_______________

Number of children ages 3 & under ________________
No Charge

RSVP by midnight, Sunday, May 9

Please mail the completed form (right) with payment
to the Havurah office or visit
www.havurahshalom.org/KabbalatShabbat
Due to space limitations, we must limit seats for the dinner, so
please sign up as soon as possible to be assured of a seat.
Registration will close when seats are filled; however, RSVP no later
than the time noted above. If your RSVP is being mailed, please let
the office know. All are welcome to attend the service at 7:30 pm—
no RSVP required. If you are unable to attend the dinner, we hope
you will join us for services.

Consider an extra donation to
help others attend

________________

Total Enclosed

$_______________

Childcare is available for ages 2-8, from 6:30 pm until the
end of the service.
Name(s)/age(s) of child(ren): ___________________

_____________________________
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